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Status of the draft

• Latest rev is draft-ietf-roll-dao-projection-21
• Includes IOT-DIR review by Toerless (next slide)
  ▪ Deep, excellent review: kudos to Toerless
  ▪ No final ack?
• Now formally updates RFC 6553
  • for the new RPL Option Flags subregistry
• Ready for WGLC (Editor’s assessment)
  • Chairs called for the pre-WGLC review by Remous-Aris
• Also pending co-author final review before WGLC
  • After the deep changes during CoViD and IOT-DIR review
IOT-DIR review (1): shuffled sections for readability

- Shorter, moved to Section 3
- Expanded for Path Maintenance
- Moved up in Context and Goal Section
- Moved back to Main Text in Section 3
- More Terms
- New and Moved Text
- More Cases
- Protocol Operation in one big Section
- New variations non-LLN Cases